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Abstract

Recent high-energy lithium-ion batteries contain highly densi�ed electrodes,

but they are expected to endure fast charging without safety compromises

or accelerated aging. To investigate fast charging strategies, we use a multi-

dimensional model consisting of several newman-type electrochemical models

(p2D) coupled to an electrical-thermal cell domain model. Open-circuit po-

tential, infrared thermography and calorimetry experiments of a high-energy

18650 NMC-811/SiC lithium-ion cell are used for model parameterization

and validation. First, a single p2D model is used to compare the charging

rate capabilities of NMC-811/SiC and NMC-111/graphite cells. We assess

the modeling error of the single p2D model relative to the multi-dimensional

model as a function of tab design. The multi-dimensional model is then used

to study di�erent tab and electrode designs regarding their susceptibility to

lithium plating, which is evaluated based on local anode overpotential and
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local temperature. High-rate charging current pro�les that minimize the risk

of lithium plating are derived by implementing an anode potential threshold.

We show that a state of charge beyond 60% can be reached in less than 18

min.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery, nickel-rich, lithium plating, fast charging,

multi-dimensional model, pseudo-two dimensional model

1. Introduction

Even if state of the art lithium-ion technologies o�er the highest energy

and power density among other battery chemistries, the requirements for the

next decade [1] of large stationary storage systems and automotive applica-

tions exceed available capabilities. Extended operational performance will

be required such as o�ering a range of more than 300 km [2] for a full-electric

vehicle while maintaining lifetime and safety [3]. Preliminary estimates tar-

get at 300 Wh kg−1 on cell level [1, 4] to achieve energy densities on battery

pack level around 250 Wh kg−1. Referring to the geometrical format and

the capacity of the cell, current automotive applications incorporate already

larger-sized cells [5] via increasing the width and length of the electrodes

and/or the coating thicknesses of the composites with standard chemistries

such as Graphite (C), Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC) or Nickel Cobalt Alu-

minum (NCA) oxides [3]. Small formats such as the 18650 cell o�er limited

geometrical space but higher intrinsic safety due to their thermal behav-

ior compared to large-sized cell formats and higher capacities are achieved

through advancements on the electrode level (> 600 Wh kg−1) and active ma-

terial level (> 700 Wh kg−1) via highly densi�ed electrodes yielding to low
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porosities (< 20 %) and/or employing high-capacity active materials [1].

In order to meet these requirements [3], layered oxide-types such as high-

energy NMC, nickel-rich NMC-types (e.g.NMC-811) and NCA [1] appear to

be the most suitable choice in combination with silicon doped graphite (SiC)

anodes [4]. To increase the intrinsic capacity of NMC-type electrodes, the

content of nickel, manganese and cobalt is varied from an equalized, stan-

dard composition (i.e. NMC-111) to nickel-rich oxides which content nickel

beyond 80 wt% [6]. Speci�c capacities up to 275.5 mAh g−1 [7] at a cut-o�

voltage of 5 V and approximately 200 mAh g−1 [6] at 4.3 V are achievable for

a NMC-811 cathode and despite the possible capacity fading [7] due to gas-

ing and oxygen release from the host lattice seen above 4 V, nickel-rich active

materials turn out to provide high-capacity electrodes.

In terms of the anodic active material, silicon containing graphite com-

pounds o�er capacities > 400 mAh g−1 [8, 9, 10, 11] which exceed the stan-

dard graphite anodes (372 mAh g−1 [12, 13, 14]). Doping graphite with small

amounts of silicon (1:93 wt% for Si:C) increases the speci�c capacity signi�-

cantly [8]. However, the volumetric expansion of silicon during lithiation is a

crucial issue. As the volumetric expansion of pure silicon (≈ 400 % [15]) can

only partly be accommodated by the graphitic matrix [11], decreasing the

size of the particles [16], incorporating silicon nanowires [15] or using coat-

ings with carbon [17] dilute the overall volume expansion [18] and limit the

lithiation window of the Si component which makes silicon doped graphite

to an appropriate high-capacity active material for anodes.

Considering nickel-rich and silicon doped graphite materials on the electrode

level, an increase from≈ 340 Wh kg−1 to > 600 Wh kg−1 [1] is attainable when
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the morphology [1], coating thicknesses [5] and the amount of inactive ad-

ditives [19] are optimized. Standard electrodes reveal porosities of approxi-

mately 35 % [1], whereas high-energy electrodes reveal porosities even below

20 %, which may enhance unwanted liquid mass transport limitations [20]

and lower the charge and discharge-rate capability of the cell.

In short, next generation high-energy electrodes will incorporate high-capacity

active materials (e.g. NMC-811/SiC) and low porous electrodes beside thicker

coatings or longer electrodes.

In this work, a commercial 3.35 Ah NMC-811/SiC (INR18650-MJ1, LG Chem

[21]) lithium-ion battery is characterized via calorimetry, infrared thermog-

raphy and open-circuit potential (OCP) experiments. Based on the experi-

mental part, a newman-type [22] pseudo-two dimensional (p2D) model and a

Multi-Dimensional Model (MuDiMod) [23, 24, 25, 26] are parameterized and

validated for a simulation study on the latest, widley discussed �eld of fast

charging [27, 28, 29, 30]. In this matter, charge-rate capability and tendency

of lithium plating is analyzed for the high-capacity and a standard NMC-

111/C material in highly and moderatly densi�ed electrodes. The MuDiMod

is used to evaluate di�erent tab designs in terms of lithium plating suscep-

tibility for the INR18650-MJ1 (MJ1) cell during high-rate constant-current

charging and based on that, cell voltage as well as local anode potential

thresholds are used to derive improved fast charging protocols. The charging

simulation results are used to evaluate the modeling error of the single p2D

model relative to the MuDiMod as a function of tab design.
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1.1. Local experimental investigation of lithium-ion cells

Experimental investigation of a cell's local behavior such as changing con-

centrations or potentials in the electrolyte and the active particles throughout

or even along the electrodes requires in-situ or in-operando techniques which

are often associated with costly experimental equipment such as X-ray to-

mography [31], neutron-powder di�raction [32] or focused ion-beam scanning

electron microscopy [33]. Using less complex test procedure such as electro-

chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), current density and local potential

distribution along the electrode was investigated towards the in�uence of al-

ternating excitation currents, temperature, tab pattern and frequency for a

modi�ed 26650 LFP/C cell with four tabs [34]. Subsequently, a single lay-

ered NMC/C pouch cell with several measurement tabs along the electrode

revealed the dependency of local current peaks towards the electrode OCPs

and was used to validate the MuDiMod [24], which is used in this work.

Cells without multi-tab design can be modi�ed with reference electrodes to

measure local potentials and to correlate lithiation levels to the global state

of charge (SoC) of the cell [35]. Beside measuring local potentials [36], tem-

perature sensors [37] in the core of the cell or even optical �bres with Bragg

Grating [38] are implemented in the cell to measure local temperatures such

as the core-temperature.

However, the additional devices may alter the cell's behavior even if model

validation could enormously bene�t. Generally, these experimental investi-

gations mostly work on a laboratory scale whereas for application purposes,

none of these techniques are suitable due to complex measurement techniques

and possible altering of the cell's behavior. However, simulation provides
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an e�cient and safe alternative to experimental techniques and may pro�t

through experimental validation in future works.

1.2. Multi-dimensional simulation of lithium-ion cells

Multi-dimensional modeling frameworks reveal reliable results [39, 40] to

analyze the performance of lithium-ion batteries looking at rate-capability [41],

heat generation rate [42] or the non-uniformity of current density along the

electrodes related to non-optimized electrical design [43]. These models

solve for electrochemical, electrical and thermal mechanisms on their rele-

vant length scales such as particle size and electrode thickness (p2D), cur-

rent collector length and width (2D) and the total jelly roll/electrode stack

(3D). The size and tab pattern of the current collectors mainly in�uences

the gained energy density [44] from the cell and is analyzed in this work

via the MuDiMod for a high-energy 18650 cells with an electrode size of

5.8x61.5 cm. In literature, electrode sizes of 4.6x13.8 cm were analyzed with

a 3D electrochemical-thermal model for a NCA/C cell [45] to investigate

single- and double-sided cooling for six connected cells and suggested the

evaluation of design parameters (i.e. cathode thickness) via the in�uence on

the thermal cell behavior. Model validity is limited as uniform electrode uti-

lization was assumed, which may not be appropriate in case of a single-side

cooling condition.

Analysing larger electrode sizes of 11x111 cm [46] for a LFP/C cell via a 3D

electrochemical-thermal model, the highest risk of lithium plating appeared

close to the negative current collector tabs.

Analyzing the electrical con�guration via continuum based models [43] for

a NCA/C cell, di�erent tab patterns along a 3.23 m electrode revealed an
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increase of cell impedance and non-uniformity of reaction kinetics, when de-

creasing the number of tabs.

Large 20.5x512 cm electrode sizes were investigated for a NMC/C cell via a

3D electrochemical-thermal model [44] under applying di�erent tab patterns.

A correlation of the cell speci�c energy density and the non-uniformity of the

current density was proposed.

Previous works dealt with standard active materials (e.g. NMC-111/C),

whereas multidimensional analysis of high-capacity active materials (i.e. NMC-

811/SiC) in highly densi�ed electrodes has not been shown before and is

presented in this work. Few works are simulating the 3D-thermal and 2D-

electrical cell behavior of spirally wound electrodes on local scale, which is

presented in this work for a 5.8x61.5 cm electrode size and is important es-

pecially for high-energy cells as experimental �ndings of local hot spots [27]

indicate.
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2. Experimental methods

The measurements in this work comprise calorimetry, infrared thermog-

raphy and OCP tests of the MJ1 cell which are depicted in Table 1. In

Table 1: Measurement procedure for charge and discharge of half and full cells

Calorimetry measurement (full cell #1-MJ1) Initial

Step Current rateI Termination Temperature

CC C/5 2.5 V - 4.2 V

25 ◦CCV - until 167.5 mA

Thermal relaxation 0 10 h

Ambient

Thermography measurement (full cell #2-MJ1) Temperature

Preconditioning CC 1C 2.5 V - 4.2 V

Preconditioning CV - until 33.5 mA

Thermal relaxation I 0 4 h 20, 25

CC C/5II, C/2, 1C, 2CIII 2.5 V - 4.2 V 30 and 40 ◦C

CV - until 33.5 mA

Thermal relaxation II - 1 h

Open-circuit potential measurement (full cell #3-MJ1)

Preconditioning CC C/10 2.5 V - 4.2 V

25 ◦C

Preconditioning CV - until 3.35 mA

Relaxation 0 6 h

CC C/30 2.5 V - 4.2 V

CV - until 3.35 mA

Open-circuit potential measurement for the half cells

Soaking 0 12 h

25 ◦C
CC ≈C/100

0.010 - 1.7 V (SiC)

3.0 V - 4.3 V (NMC-811)

I 1.0C≡ 3.35A[21, 47] II only at 25 ◦C III only discharge at 25 ◦C

terms of the calorimetry, the heat generation of a pristine MJ1 cell (#1-

MJ1) was measured at a 0.2C, 0.5C and 1.0C constant-current (CC) charge-
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and discharge-rate with an accelerating rate calorimeter (EV-ARC, Thermal

Hazard Technology) combined with a cylcer (CTS, Basytec). Each charge

and discharge step was followed by a constant voltage (CV) period with a

termination criterion of 0.05C at 4.2 V and 2.5 V, respectively. After each

step the cell was rested for at least 10 h. The total heat capacity of the cell

was determined during the adiabatic conditions in the calorimeter and via

the thermography measurements during the period 'Thermal relaxation II'

(see Table 1).

Regarding the thermography measurements [48], the temperature distribu-

tion at the surface of the cell (#2-MJ1) and the adjacent copper connectors

(1860C006, Feinmetall [49]) was measured during di�erent charge- (0.2, 0,5

and 1.0) and discharge-rates (0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0) via an infrared camera

(A655sc, FLIR Systems Inc.) with an accuracy of ± 2K at four di�erent

ambient temperatures (20, 25, 30 and 40 ◦C). To increase temperature accu-

racy, the infrared thermography temperature data is referenced to a four-wire

Pt100 sensor with an absolute accuracy of ± 0.15K at 0 ◦C (DIN/IEC Class

A). The optical resolution of 80x480 pixels provides a relative accuracy of

± 30mK between the pixels. Turbulent air-�ow at 1.0 and 2.0 m s−1 guaran-

teed convective cooling with a heat transfer coe�cient of 22.4 W m−2K and

32.1 W m−2K (see Table A.8) in a custom-built climate chamber [48] com-

bined with a cycler (HPS, Basytec).

OCP-measurements for charge and discharge of the anode (SiC) and cathode

(NMC-811) half cells as well as for the full cell (#3-MJ1) were measured in

a climate chamber (VT 4021, Vötsch Industrietechnik GmbH) at 25 ◦C com-

bined with a cycler (CTS, Basytec). The applied current for both half cells
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was set to 80µA (≈ 0.01C) and 101 mA (≈C/30) for the full cell. As the

electrodes of the coin cells were extracted from an already utilized cell, no

formation cycles were necessary.

2.1. Open-circuit potential measurements

The electrodes for the half cells were extracted from full cell #4-MJ1 at

3 V, which was opended inside an argon-�lled glove-box (M.Braun Inertgas-

Systeme GmbH). Single-side coated electrode samples (�14mm) for the

CR2032-type coin cell were gained from a single-coated area at the outer

end of the anode and via mechanical abrasion using a scalpel for the con-

tinuously double-side coated cathode. The assembly included two aluminum

spacers (0.5 mm/1 mm), two glas�ber separators each of 250µm, a single

lithium-metal coin (250µm) and the remaining CR2032-type housing caps,

wave spring and insulation ring.

The anode half cells were �lled with 90µL of 1 M LiPF6 in 3:7 (wt:wt)

ethylene carbonate (EC)/ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) electrolyte (99.9%

purity, Solvionic) under ambient pressure (≈ 1 bar) in the glove-box.

The assembled NMC-811 half cells did not function, when the electrolyte was

inserted under ambient pressure. Wetting cathode samples under vacuum in

a pressure chamber (Harro-Hö�iger Verpackungsmaschinen GmbH) within

the glove-box, the coin cells operated normally. The pressure pro�le shown

in Table 2 was used for the wetting process. As the NMC-811 electrode

is even more dense with a porosity of 17.1 % than the SiC anode (21.6 %)

(Mercury porosimetry, PASCAL 140/440 with CD3 dilatometer), capillary

and wettability e�ects may inhibit the electrolyte from entering the pore.

After this �rst phase of wetting, another 70µL of electrolyte are added to
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Table 2: Pressure pro�le for wetting NMC-811 electrodes

Step Pressure / mbar Duration / s

Vaccum I 10 10

Release I 60 10

Vaccum II 30 10

Release II 80 10

Vaccum III 30 10

Wetting 30 1

the coin cell.

2.2. Entropy measurements

The entropy pro�les of the positive and negative electrode were measured

using a potentiometric method [50]. The anode and the cathode half cells

were initially set to 10 mV and 4.6 V respectively at 0.1C with a subsequent

CV period and termination criterion of C/1000. Afterwards the anode was

delithiated and the cathode was lithiated with C/30 at SoC steps of 6.25 %

gaining 17 SoC points in total. After resting for 6 h at 25 ◦C, a positive tem-

perature pulse of 10 K amplitude and 4 h duration immediately followed by

a negative pulse of the same amplitude and duration was applied according

to the work of Zilberman et al. [50] at each SoC step with a climate chamber

(KT115, Binder), which ensured isothermal test condition at a temperature

accuracy of ± 15 mK. PT100 sensors were used to measure the temperature

at the surface of each cell. As the half cell voltage was not completely relaxed

after 6 h, the voltage response to the temperature pro�le was corrected using

the method presented in Osswald et al. [51].
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3. Modeling

In this work, the single p2D model and the MuDiMod incorporating sev-

eral p2D models, the 2D electrical model of the current collectors and the 3D

thermal model of the jelly roll are used. The parameterization of the MJ1

cell is explained more in detail for the high-capacity active materials and

additionally, the parameterization for the 2D and 3D model are depicted in

Table A.9 and Table A.10.

3.1. Silicon-graphite anode

The dry anode half cell samples were weighed with a total mass of 37.3 mg

(Quintix 224-1S, Sartorius Mechatronics) and with the calculated weight

of the current collector (�14mm x 11µm, ρcopper =8.95 g cm−3 [52]), the

weight of the dry electrode is estimated as 22.1 mg. The current collector

thickness was derived from inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spec-

troscopy (ICP-OES, Varian 7XX-ES ICP-OES Spectrometer, Agilent Tech-

nologies), referring to the measured amount of copper and the sample size

(�20mm). The total thickness of the electrode was measured via laser mi-

croscopy (VK9710K Violet Laser 408nm, KEYENCE CORPORATION) and

micrometer caliper (Micromar 40 EWV, Mahr GmbH), resulting in a coat-

ing thickness of 86.7µm. Mercury porosimetry (PASCAL 140/440 with CD3

dilatometer, PASCAL) revealed porosity values of 21.6 % which leads to a

total solid volume of 10.1 mm3 for the coin sample. The fraction of silicon in

graphite could be determined via ICP-OES to ≈ 3.5 wt%. Speci�c gravimet-

ric capacities of natural graphite [10] and nano-particle sized silicon [53] can

be estimated to 330 mAh g−1 and 3600 mAh g−1. Referring to standard com-
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positions of active and inactive material [1, 54], 9 wt% are assumed to con-

sist of binder and carbon black (combined density of ≈ 1.78 kg m−3 [55, 56]),

resulting in a content of graphite of 87.5 wt%. The maximum theoretical

loading (bg) of the anode is calculated [11] to 415 mAh g−1, which is well in

line with comparable gravimetric loadings for SiC [10]. Considerung 21.6 %

porosity and the densities (ρ) of binder, carbon black and 3.5-87.5 wt% SiC

(2.24 g cm−3, derived from Ref. [10]), the total volumetric fractions can be

calculated [10] to 9 % (carbon black/binder) and 69.4 % (SiC) from the gravi-

metric composition. The maximum lithium-ion concentration in the anode

is estimated to 34 684 mol m−3 according to Eq. 1.

csmax = bg · ρ · F−1 (1)

The particle radius (Rp,D50) was derived from the mercury porosomitry to

6.1µm. Both lithiation and delithiation paths are considered to estimate

the equilibrium potential [57, 58] in the single p2D model for charge and

discharge simulation of the full cell, as the silicon doped graphite shows

distinct hysteresis e�ects which is well in line with other works [59]. In order

to match the measured capacity of the coin cells to the lithiation level, two

reference points were considered at 0 mAh and at the transition of LiC12

to LiC6 [60], which can be clearly seen in the derivative of the potential

vs. capacity. Due to the hysteresis e�ect, the averaged value in capacity

between both peaks in the lithiation and delithiation path was used to match

approximately the 50 % level [61].
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3.2. Nickel-rich cathode

Similar to the anode half cells, the weight of the cathode samples was

derived to 37.1 mg with a thickness of 17.3 µm for the aluminum current col-

lector (ρaluminum =2.71 g cm−3 [52]). The composition of 82 %-6.3 %-11.7 %

for nickel, manganese and cobalt was determined via ICP-OES and slightly

di�ers from a strictly 80 %-10 %-10 % ratio. Regarding the cathodic porosity

of 17.1 % and the coating thickness of 66.2 µm, the total solid volume ac-

counts to 8.44 mm3 for the coin sample. A standard gravimetric composition

of 96 wt% to 4 wt% [54] ratio for the active and inactive parts and a crystallo-

graphic density of 4.87 g cm−3 for NMC-811 [7] is assumed here. Considering

the porosity of 17.1 %, the volumetric fractions are calculated [10] to 74.5 %

(NMC-811) and 8.4 % (cabon black/binder). The speci�c gravimetric capac-

ity of the NMC-811 material is assumed to be 275.5 mAh g−1 [7]. The particle

radius (Rp,D50) is derived as 3.8µm and thus the theoretical maximum con-

centration is calculated to 50 060 mol m−3 (see Eq. 1).

The lithiation level during both lithiation and delithiation of the OCP is

calculated via setting two points at the measured half cell capacity and at

0 mAh in reference to 275.5 mAh g−1 [7]. The derived lithiation degrees are

well in line with other �ndings [6].

The determination of the lithiation degree of both electrodes is applied simi-

lary for the entropic coe�cents. The complete parameterization of the NMC-

811/SiC porous electrodes is given in Table 3.
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Table 3: Parameterization of the single p2D model with NMC-811/SiC electrodes

Geometry
Silicon-graphite

Separator
Nickel-rich

(SiC) NMC-811

Thickness L 86.7µmm 12µmm 66.2 µmm

Particle radius Rp 6.1µmm,D50 3.8µmm,D50

Active material fraction εs 69.4 % e 74.5 % e

Inactive fraction εs,na 9 % e,* 8.4 % e,*

Porosity εl 21.6 %m 45 % e 17.1 %m

Bruggeman coe�cient β VII,** 1.5 1.5 1.85 e

Thermodynamics

Equilibrium potential Eeq see Fig. 2 am see Fig. 2 bm

Entropic coe�cient
∂Eeq

∂T see Fig. 2 cm see Fig. 2 dm

Stoichiometry
100% SoC 0.852 0.222

0% SoC 0.002 0.942

Max. theorectical loading bg 415 mAh g−1 I 275.5 mAh g−1 II

Density ρ 2.24 g cm−3 I 4.87 g cm−3 II

Concentration cs,max 34 684 mol m−3 e 50 060 mol m−3 e

Transport

Solid di�usivity Ds*** 5×10−14 m2 s−1 e,V 5×10−13 m2 s−1 IV,VI

Speci�c activation
Ea,Ds

R *** 1200 K e 1200 K e

Solid conductivity σs 100 S m−1 IV 0.17 S m−1 e,IV

Film resistance Rf 0.0035 Ω m2 III 0 Ω m2 e

Kinetics

Reaction rate constant k*** 3×10−11 m s−1 e 1×10−11 m s−1 e

Speci�c activation
Ea,k

R *** 3600 K e 3600 K e

Transfer coe�cient αa/c 0.5 e 0.5 e

m = measured e = estimated * PVDF-binder/Carbon black (Ref. [55, 56])

I Ref. [10] II Ref. [7] III Ref. [20] IV Ref. [6] V Ref. [62] VI Ref. [1] VII Ref. [63]

** E�ective transport correction according to Bruggeman (Ref. [63]): Ψeff = εβ ·Ψ0

*** Arrhenius law (Ref. [64]): k = A · exp
(
Ea,i

R
(T−298[K])
T ·298[K]

)
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Gas-chromatography combined with mass spectroscopy (Clarus 560/600

GC/MS, PerkinElmer LAS GmbH) of the electrolyte in the MJ1 revealed

contents of EC, EMC and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and the values for

a 1 M LiPF6 in polypropylene carbonate (PC)/EC/DMC were used as the

most appropriate set available in literature from Valøen and Reimers [65]

(see Table A.9). As transport correction for the liquid di�usion coe�cient

(Dl), the ionic conductivity (κl) and the electrical conductivity in the active

material (σs) [23], the Bruggeman correlation [63] was used with increased

coe�cients (≈ 23 %) for the cathode to account for the low porosity of 17.1 %.

To the authors' knowledge, this is the �rst e�ort to parameterize a newman-

type p2D model for a NMC-811/SiC lithium-ion cell.

3.3. Single p2D and Multi-Dimensional Model

The electrochemical model used in this work is the widely applied newman-

type p2D model [22] which is based on porous electrode theory, reaction

kinetics and concentrated solution theory [66]. The model equations are

summarized in Table A.12 in the appendix.

For the single p2D model, an additional thermal model calculates the volume-

averaged cell temperature from heat generation due to ohmic losses in the

solid and liquid phase (qs, ql), reaction overpotential (qr), entropy change

(qrev) and contact resistance (qext). Heat transfer to the environment is con-

sidered via convection (qconv) and radiation (qrad). In case of the thermog-

raphy measurements, heat conduction via the connectors is also described

(qcon). The reference temperature (Tcon) for the heat conduction was mea-

sured on the surface of the connectors.

The MuDiMod consists of several p2D models calculating electrochemical
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potentials and lithium-ion concentrations perpendicular to the current col-

lectors, the 2D model accounting for the electrical potential along the current

collectors and the 3D model calculating the local temperature within the jelly

roll of the cylindrical cell. As the basic MuDiMod is already published in

previous works [24, 25] with an extension of using e�ective spatial discretiza-

tion techniques [26], only novel implemented techniques or submodels are

outlined here.

An additional charge balance (see Table A.12) guarantees the charge transfer

from the p2D models to be in agreement to the total current applied at the

cell's tabs in the 2D model in order to avoid slight deviances in the SoC

calculation.

Moreover, a fully spatially resolved 3D thermal model for cylindrical cells is

incorporated which enables for local coupling of heat generation calculated

in the p2D and 2D models and temperature distribution along the electrodes

instead of using lumped thermal models [23]. The local coupling enables for

analyzing tab pattern in�uences on heat generation, temperature distribu-

tion and local di�erences in SoC [32].

In general, a computationally e�cient mathematical description of the co-

ordinate transformation between a spirally wound domain and its unwound

representation is needed for a lean exchange of local states between the re-

lated submodels. A variable extrusion algorithm proofed to enable a coupling

of a planar 2D and spirally wound 3D model whilst using only 35 % of RAM

and saving 97 % of computation time with su�cient accuracy compared to

fully-discretized models [42]. Based on this approach, an extended coupling

algorithm transfers the local heat generation of the p2D and the 2D model
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forward to the 3D thermal model via coordinate mapping, incorporating a

lumped �nite element methode (FEM) discretization-mesh in the 3D model.

By implication, the local temperature is transferred backwards to the 2D

model and the p2D models. Further explanation would exceed the scope of

this work, therefore the necessary mapping procedure is explained explicitly

in the supplementary material of this work beside the chosen FEM-mesh for

the p2D and the MuDiMod implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a.

As the positive (+) and negative (−) current collector tab in the MJ1 cell are

located in the center and at the outer end of the jelly roll, electrode utilization

is investigated via di�erent tab design to evaluate the electrical con�gura-

tion on the current collector foils. In this work, the positive/negative tabs

are exclusively located at the top/bottom of the electrode. Using several

counter-position tabs in di�erent patterns was seen to increase the usable

energy density [44] during charge of the cell and following this, possible op-

timization of the electrical con�guration is investigated via three alternative

tab patterns (i.e 1x1, 1x2 and 2x3), which are depicted in Table 4. The

Table 4: Di�erent tab designs for the 18650 NMC-811/SiC cell

Tab pattern
Number of tabs

Position of tabs

along the electrode (x′ / cm)

+* −** + −
MJ1

1 1 0 61.5
(INR18650-MJ1 reference)

1x1 1 1 61.5
2

61.5
2

1x2 1 2 61.5
2 0 ; 61.5

2x3 2 3 61.5
3 ; 2

3 61.5 0 ; 61.5
2 ; 61.5

* located at y′ = 5.8 cm ** located at y′ = 0 cm

MuDiMod is used in this work to evaluate the original tab design of the MJ1
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cell with the alternative tab pattern during high-rate CC- and improved fast

charging protocols in terms of the gained SoC level and the achievable energy

density, tendency of lithium plating and local hot spots near the tabs.

Using the single p2D model [67, 68, 69], lithium plating can be indicated

when the potential drop (Φs − Φl) at the particle surface and the anode-

separator interface (x = Lneg) falls below 0 V without implementing actual

plating kinetics. In this work, an advanced indicator state is calculated over

time: ∫
t

Φs − Φl dt if Φs − Φl < 0V at x = Lneg (2)

In terms of the MuDiMod, it can be used to evaluate the likeliness of lithium

plating on local scale near and far from the current collector tabs considering

the whole charging scenario instead of evaluating on a single time step. To

estimate the amount of charge which is probably a�ected by lithium plating,

a surface integral in the 2D electrical submodel is calculated for the transfer

current density (ip2D) on the electrode area.∫
x′

∫
y′
ip2D dy

′ dx′ if Φs − Φl < 0V at x = Lneg (3)
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Di�erential voltage analysis

The discharge capacities gained from the coin cells sum up to 7.96 mAh

(5.17 mAh cm−2) and 8.43 mAh (5.48 mAh cm−2) for SiC and NMC-811, re-

spectively. The discharge capacity of the full cell (Q0) was measured to

3.560 Ah at C/30. The measured OCP data from the half and full cells are

used for di�erential voltage analysis (DVA), which is shown for the charge

scenario of the full cell in Fig. 1. The reconstructed OCP ('NMC811+SiC')

in Fig. 1 a is derived via extending and shifting [70] the measured half cell

OCPs towards the full cell capacity level. The residual deviance is shown in

Fig. 1 b, which reveals potential errors of less than 15 mV with an average

error of 5.7 mV. For the di�erential potential and di�erential capacity shown

in Fig. 1 c and d, a capacity normalization by multiplying the di�erential po-

tentials with Q0 is performed [71]. With the aid of the di�erential potential,

the balancing of the full cell revealed an oversized cathode (≈ 9.4 %) and an

almost complete use of the anode (> 99 %) referring to the speci�ed voltage

ranges (see Table 1). The potential di�erential (see Fig. 1 b) showed slight

deviances with a mean deviation of 230 mV Ah−1. The di�erential capacity

vs. cell voltage for charge in Fig. 3 d matches the full cell behavior with

marginal deviances. Four characteristic redox peaks can be observed at 3.42,

3.63, 3.91 and 4.1 V attributed to the NMC-811 cathode, which were seen

similary in other works [6].

The DVA analysis for the charge scenario revealed accurate reconstruction

of the full cell OCP behavior via the custom-built coin cells. Similar results

were gained for the discharge scenario, which is not shown here.
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Figure 1: DVA analysis (c) was used to reconstruct the measured OCP vs. SoC (a) under charge of full

cell #3-MJ1 (see 'MJ1') via the delithiation and lithiation path of the respective coin cell (see 'NMC811'

and 'SiC'). The approximation errors vs. SoC are shown in subplot b) and the di�erential capacity vs. full

cell voltage together with the reconstruction (see 'NMC811+SiC') is depicted in subplot d).
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4.2. Half cell potentials and entropic coe�cients

Derived from OCP and entropy measurements, the model parameteri-

zation is completed via the equilibrium potentials and entropic coe�cents

shown in Fig. 2 a to d. Regarding the full cell voltage range from 2.5 to

4.2 V (blue-tagged area) in Fig. 2 a and b, the oversized cathode is evident.

The initial stoichiometric coe�cients are derived from the DVA analysis (see

Table 3). The entropic coe�cient for SiC in Fig. 2 c is well in line with other

measured graphite-type anodes [12, 20, 60, 72, 73, 74]. Taking these refer-

ences into account, Fig. 2 e shows the range of the entropic coe�cient vs.

lithiation degree in the grey-tagged area together with the measured entropic

pro�le of this work. At low lithiation levels (< 20 %), graphite-type anodes

show larger deviances in literature [73, 75, 76]. The fuzziness of the measured

entropic coe�cient below the 20 % threshold resulted in larger simulation er-

rors for the cell temperature compared to the measurements especially at the

beginning of charging. As a consequence, the anode entropic coe�cient was

adjusted which is still well in line with results from literature as shown in

Fig. 2 e.

The entropic coe�cent of NMC-811 is shown in Fig. 2 d and resembles NMC-

type active materials [72, 73, 75, 77] such as NMC-111. Referring to these

works, Fig. 2 f shows the range of the entropic coe�cient for the standard

NMC-type active materials in the grey-tagged area. As seen, the entropic

coe�cient for NMC-811 slightly exceeds this range for low lithiation degrees.

Comparing both entropic coe�cients, the entropic heat of the full cell is

mainly depending on the anode.
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Figure 2: OCP of the SiC lithiation (a) and NMC-811 delithiation (b) path vs. estimated lithiation

degree for the p2D model parameterization with illustration of the full cell voltage range from 2.5 V to

4.2 V and the initial stoichiometric coe�cients (x0,i, y0,i). The measured entropic coe�cient vs. estimated

lithiation degree referring to the current direction of the full cell is shown for SiC (c) and NMC-811 (d) in

comparison to graphite [12, 20, 60, 72, 73, 74] (e) and NMC [72, 73, 75, 77] (f) references from literature.
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The presented measured data in Fig 2 a to d is implemented in the models

via piece-wise cubic interpolation.

At this point, the parameterization of the electrochemical model is completed

and in the following, the validation of the single p2D and the MuDiMod is

presented via the infrared thermography and the calorimetry measurements.

4.3. Validation via calorimetry

The calorimetry measurements at C/5 discharge and charge are used to

validate the simulated cell voltage, heat generation rate and temperature

with focus on describing properly the thermal behavior of the cell. Using the

calculated heat capacity of 42.1 J K−1 of the full cell (see section 2), the sim-

ulation results from the single p2D and the MuDiMod are shown in Fig. 3 for

discharge and charge at C/5. The heat dip in Fig. 3 b (≈ 50% DoD) can be ex-

plained by the negative entropic heat of the SiC active material. The overall

cell behavior is predicted quite accurate by the single p2D and the MuDi-

Mod simulation with an average error of 13.4/11.9 mV and 10.5/16.2 mV for

the cell voltage under discharge/charge, respectively. The average tempera-

ture errors under discharge/charge resemble the measured temperature with

0.3/0.1 K and 0.8/0.5 K for the single p2D and the MuDiMod. In terms of

the C/5 charge simulation, both models show the aforementioned fuzziness

of the measured entropic coe�cient at low cell SoC levels (see Fig. 2 e), but

the calculated temperature is nevertheless well in line with the measurement

with an acceptable deviation below 1 K on average.

The charge and discharge simulation of the calorimetry measurements show

an accurate description of the measured electrical and thermal behaviour of

the MJ1 cell and a proper validation especially for the calculated heat and
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Figure 3: Calorimetry of the MJ1 cell at C/5 discharge (a, b and c) and charge (d, e and

f) to validate the simulated ('p2D' and 'MuDiMod') cell voltage, heat generation rate and

surface cell temperature.

temperature in the 0D- (single p2D) and 3D-thermal model (MuDiMod) was

shown.
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4.4. Validation via infrared thermography

Thermography measurements of the full cell are used to validate the sim-

ulated cell behavior of both models in terms of varying constant charge- and

discharge-rates under varying ambient temperatures and convective cooling

conditions [48]. The experimental and simulated cell voltages at 25 ◦C as well

as the residual error are shown in Fig. 4. Following the data sheet [21], a

0.5C charging rate is adviced for the MJ1 while the maximum C-rate during

charge is set to 1C. Higher C-rates such as 2C were only applied for discharge.

As shown in Fig. 4, the simulated data (a, c and e) matches to the measured

cell voltage quite well during charging and at 1C, an average error of 14.5 mV

and 13.7 mV and a mean squared error (MSE) of ≈ 0.4 (mV)2 is seen for the

single p2D model and the MuDiMod. The largest error during charge (see

Fig. 4 b, d and f) can be observed at the beginning due to the steep voltage

increase referring to the anode OCP at low lithiation degrees (see Fig. 1 c).

Similary, the maximum error appears at the end of the discharge. The simu-

lated cell voltages at discharge in Fig. 4 match the measured data quite well

and at 1C, an average error of 13.5 mV and 15.2 mV and a MSE of 0.3 (mV)2

and 0.5 (mV)2 appear for the single p2D and the MuDiMod. Only marginal

di�erences between the single p2D and the MuDiMod can be observed except

for 2C, where approximately 20 % reduced errors for the mean cell voltage are

seen in the MuDiMod simulation results. Regarding the MuDiMod simula-

tion results, current distribution on the current collectors vary ± 5 % around

the mean value of 9.4 mA cm−2, which cannot be described by a single p2D

model assuming homogeneous electrode utilization, resulting in the appear-

ing deviance between the two models.
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Figure 4: Thermography measurements of the MJ1 cell to validate the simulated cell

voltage (a, c, and e) with the related simulation error (b, d, and f) vs. the usable cell

capacity for the p2D model and the MuDiMod.
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In terms of the cell voltage, accurate simulation results appeared for both

models and the temperature calculation is validated in Fig. 5 at di�erent

ambient temperatures for the single p2D model. During charge at 25 ◦C (see

Fig. 5 a), maximum temperature errors of 0.4 K and 0.6 K with a mean de-

viance of 0.1 K and 0.2 K appear at 0.2C and 0.5C respectively. At 1C, the

maximum and mean error account for 1.2 K and 0.34 K, still revealing suf-

�cient accurate simulation results. The highest deviations during discharge

shown in Fig. 5 b appear at 2C with 1.4 K and 0.27 K for the maximum and

mean error. Regarding the temperature pro�les in the ambient temperature

range from 20 ◦C up to 40 ◦C in Fig. 5 c and f, the simulated temperatures

at 1.0C reveal an accurate prediction of the cell behavior with deviances in

the range of ± 1 K (see Fig. 5 d and f). The detailed error analysis of the

thermography validation at 1 m s−1 and 2 m s−1 for the single p2D model and

the MuDiMod are given in the supplementary part of this work.

The thermography valdiation under both convective cooling conditions show

accurate simulation of the temperature for charge and discharge and reveal

errors, which are below 0.5 K on average and thus are in the range of the

measurement accuracy.

So far, the parameterization and validation of the single p2D model and

MuDiMod were shown for a high-energy NMC-811/SiC 18650 cell. Previous

works [23, 51] already proofed the validity of the MuDiMod on a similar 26650

cell via local potential measurements along an electrode size of 5.6x169 cm

with four tabs on both the positive and the negative current collector.
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Figure 5: Thermography measurements of the MJ1 cell to validate the simulated cell temperature at

di�erent C-rates for charge (a) and discharge (b) at 25 ◦C in terms of the single p2D model. 1C-CC charge

(c) and discharge (d) validation at di�erent ambient temperatures (20 ◦C, 30 ◦C and 40 ◦C) are shown for

the single p2D simulation results together with the related error (e and f).
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Even if the MJ1 cell reveals a single-tab design and a local evaluation

of the electrode potentials is not applicable, compared to the LFP/graphite

26650 cell the slopes of the NMC-811/SiC OCPs are higher and thus the po-

tential and current distribution on the electrode area less critical to simulate.

The following simulation studies aim for evaluating the charge-rate capabil-

ity and susceptibility of lithium plating of the NMC-811/SiC active material

compared to standard NMC-111/graphite [23] (see Table A.11) active mate-

rial at varying electrode porosities.

4.5. Charge characteristics of NMC-811/SiC and NMC-111/C

Referring to common NMC-111/C materials [24], electrodes with high-

capacity NMC-811/SiC active materials are investigated via the single p2D

model towards the in�uence of morphology and speci�c capacity on the

charge-rate capability and likeliness of lithium plating during CC-charging

(1C to 5C) with no additional constant voltage phase. Note, as the maxi-

mum charge-rate of the MJ1 cell is limited to 1C, no experimental data can

be shown beyond 1C. The in�uence of morphology is analyzed via modeling

three di�erent porosities (i.e. high, standard (std) and low) and an overview

of the simulated cell con�gurations is shown in Table 5. The simulation re-

sults are shown in Fig. 6 in terms of the gained SoC level at the end-of-charge

(EoC) (a) referring to the relative discharge capacity (3.35 Ah), the poten-

tial drop (Φs − Φl) at the anode-separator interface (b) and its cumulative

time-integral (c, see also Eq. 2). Regarding Fig. 6 a, the expectable decrease

of the gained SoC with increasing C-rate and decreasing porosity is well in

line with other works [79]. Charge-rate limitation appears beyond 3C for

both NMC-111/C and NMC-811/SiC due to mass transport narrowing for
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Table 5: Di�erent porous electrodes with NMC-111/C and NMC-811/SiC ref. to 1C
NMC-111/C* NMC-811/SiC

Tag high std low high std low

Porosity % 45/50 35/35 17.1/21.6 45/50 35/35 17.1/21.6

Capacity Ah 1.54 1.95 2.67 2 2.71 3.35

Speci�c capacity mAh cm−2 2.2 2.7 3.7 2.8 3.8 4.7

Speci�c energy density
Whkg−1 I 122 155 211 159 214 275

Wh l−1 II 339 428 586 440 593 713

* P2D parameterization according to Ref. [24, 78, 73] (see A.11)

I Ref. to cell weight of 45.8 g (MJ1)

II Ref. exemplarily to a 18650 volume of 16.5 cm3 and nominal voltage of 3.635 V [21] (MJ1)

lithium-ions in the electrolyte with appearing depletion of the pore, which

limits the capability of charge transfer and leads to a premature approach of

the cut-o� voltage. Regarding the indication of lithium plating in Fig. 6 b, no

plating is indicated at 3C except for the NMC-111/C-low simulation results.

Analyzing the reaction kinetics during 3C of the NMC-811/SiC-low and the

NMC-111/C-low con�guration, reveals larger overpotentials (≈ 36 %) due to

a lower exchange current density (≈ 40 %) on average for the NMC-111/C

cell which cause the negative potential drop. The lower exchange current

density of the NMC-111/C compared to the NMC-811/SiC cells is caused by

the lower maximum concentration (≈ 10 %) and the lower heat generation

(≈ 25 %) and calculated temperature (≈ 13 %) resulting in lower reaction ki-

netics. In the same way lower potential drops are caused for 4C and 5C for

the NMC-111/C cells. In this matter, di�erences in reaction kinetics between

natural and silicon-doped graphite were already seen [13] and experimental

analysis on the reaction rates of high-capacity and standard NMC-type ac-

tive materials could further clarify the �ndings of this work.

Using the indication state given in Eq. 2 of this work, the tendency of lithium

plating can be estimated as shown in Fig. 6 c referring to the whole charge
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Figure 6: Single p2D CC-charging simulation results of NMC-111/C and NMC-811/SiC

lithium-ion cells with di�erent electrode porosities (high/std/low) from 1C to 5C. The

SoC referring to the usable discharge capacity (3.35 Ah) is shown over the applied C-rate

in a) and the likelihood of lithium plating is evaluated locally in b) and over time in c).
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process instead of evaluating a single time step as in Fig. 6 b. Gaining ap-

proximately the same cell SoC level at 4C, lithium plating is indicated two

times more for NMC-111/C compared to NMC-811/SiC for high porous elec-

trodes. Regarding 5C, the ratio increases up to a factor of 16. For low porous

electrodes, similar characteristics are seen with even higher indication values

of up to −7 Vs for the NMC-111/C-low cell. At 5C, the cut-o� voltage is

reached at cell SoC levels below 3 % and the charge process ends before the

onset of lithium plating. In sum, the NMC-811/SiC type cells reveal less

onset of lithium plating (>−1 Vs) compared to NMC-111/C.

As the single p2D model assumes homogeneous electrode utilization along the

electrodes, no lateral electrode e�ects can be considered, which are induced

via the total number [43], position [44] and the geometry of the tabs [39] or

the overall thickness of the current collector foils [46, 80]. To evaluate lateral

electrode e�ects, the original tab design of the MJ1 cell and three alternative

tab patterns are investigated at high-rate CC- and modi�ed fast charging

protocols with the MuDiMod.
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4.6. Relation between tab design and non-homogeneous electrode utilization

High-rate CC-charging from 1C to 4C is simulated from 2.5 to 4.2 V with

the MuDiMod regarding the four di�erent tab designs (see Table 4). The

tendency of lithium plating along the electrode is shown at 3C in Fig. 7

according to Eq. 2 together with three reference points, which describe char-

actersitic maxima (i.e. near the tabs - P1, P2) and minima (i.e. far from

the tabs - P3) of local electrode polarization. The MJ1 tab pattern (Fig. 7 a

and b) reveals the smallest cell SoC level (41.1 %) at EoC due to the longest

e�ective current pathways and related ohmic losses, showing no indication

towards lithium plating. In contrast, the remaining con�gurations (see Fig. 7

c to h) yield to higher SoC levels (52.5 %, 53 % and 58.1 %) at the cost of

possible lithium plating, which starts at 43.6 %, 34.8 % and 31.6 % SoC along

the entire electrode (i.e. P3< 0V) for the 1x1, 1x2 and 2x3 tab pattern, re-

spectively. Looking at the tab-near regions (P1 and P2) in Fig. 7 d, f and

h, the onset of lithium plating appears even earlier at a cell SoC of 23.6 %,

28.7 % and 28.1 %, respectively. Fig. 7 c, e and g illustrate the local onset

near the tabs and the penetration depth of the regions far from the tabs for

the likelihood of lithium plating. The 2x3 pattern shows the highest risk

with an average value of −4.2 Vs compared to −1.93 Vs and −1.95 Vs for the

1x2 and 1x1 con�guration. Regarding the temperature distribution on the

electrodes at EoC, the maximum spread appears for the MJ1 pattern with

59.7 ◦C and 67.5 ◦C at the outer end and the positive tab in the center of

the jelly roll, which is well in line with experimental results for high-energy

18650 cells during fast charging [27].
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Figure 7: MuDiMod simulation results for single-tab (MJ1, 1x1) and multi-tab design (1x2, 2x3) electrodes at high-rate 3C-CC charging with the

integrated (a, c, e and g, see Eq. 2) and transient (b, d, f and h) potential drop at the anode-separator interface to evaluate the tendency of lithium

plating. As a reference, the single p2D simulation results are depicted as well (see b, d, f and h).
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However, a far more uniform temperature distribution with a maximum

spread of 2 K and lower average temperatures is seen for the remaining tab

patterns. The local temperature distribution at 3C and EoC is shown in the

supplementary material of this work.

In sum, the MJ1 tab pattern avoids the onset of lithium plating during

3C-CC thanks to the positive in�uence on reaction kinetics of its higher

average temperature (48.3 ◦C) as compared to the remaining con�gurations

(45.8 ◦C (1x1), 45 ◦C (1x2) and 44.3 ◦C (2x3)). However, it promotes local

overheating close to the tabs which is detrimental to the safety and lifetime

of the cell. Reducing the pathway of the electrons along the electrode by

50 % via using the 1x1 con�guration, higher SoC levels compared to the MJ1

together with the earliest onset of lithium plating compared to the remaining

models appears. In case of using the 1x2 or 2x3 tab pattern, the gained SoC

level could be increased by further reducing ohmic losses on the current

collector foils which is well in line with other works [39, 44, 46]. However,

the simulation results suggest that, the more tabs are used, the more the

potential drop decreases and the highest indication of lithium plating is seen

for the 2x3 con�guration. In the future, these simulation results shall be

investigated experimentally by using lithium reference electrodes to measure

local potentials [27, 36] during the charging process.

4.7. Relative error between single p2D model and multi-dimensional model

The simulation results of the single p2D model and the multi-dimensional

model are shown in Fig. 7 b, d, f and h to evaluate the �ndings towards a ho-

mogeneously utilized electrode and determine the modeling error when using

a single p2D. In the case of the MJ1 tab design, the single p2D model predicts
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a 20% higher cell SoC than the multi-dimensional model. In contrast, the

p2D model underestimates the gained SoC level and does not indicate the on-

set of lithium plating for the alternative tab designs. Hence, neglecting the

electrical con�guration determines the simulation error of the p2D model.

In addition, using a 0D thermal model limits the validity of the tempera-

ture calculation. The averaged single p2D simulation errors are summarized

in Table 6 for the cell voltage, temperature and the potential drop at the

anode-separator interface. To account for the model limitations when using

Table 6: Single p2D simulation error on average at 3C-CC

MJ1 1x1 1x2 2x3

Vcell / mV 42 34 44 88

Tcell / K 2.2 2.9 3.8 5.2

Φs − Φl / mV* 16 21 16 16

*x = Lneg

a single p2D model for indication of lithium plating, the shown discrepancies

in Table 6 for the potential drop can be used for adaption in terms of charge

control algorithms as presented in Chu et al. [69].

4.8. Modi�ed CC-charging protocols

To evaluate the CC-charging scenarios from 1C to 4C for all tab designs,

the usable speci�c energy density is calculated from the amount of charge at

EoC and the average of cell voltage from the MuDiMod simulation results as

shown in Table 7. The usable amount of charge, which is probably a�ected

by lithium plating, is approximated via Eq. 3 and referenced to the amount

of charge at EoC. The calculated ratios correspond to the SoC range a�ected

by lithium plating and are shown in Table 7. Due to its poor electrical
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Table 7: Usable energy density and a�ected SoC range by lithium plating for CC-charging

Charge-rate

Usable speci�c energy A�ected SoC range

density / Whkg−1* by Φs − Φl < 0V / %

MJ1 1x1 1x2 2x3 MJ1 1x1 1x2 2x3

1C-CC 211 218 218 222 0 0 0 0

2C-CC 170 186 187 194 0 0 5.6 7

3C-CC 122 154 155 169 0 28.3 36 47.1

4C-CC 22 108 114 138 11.6 86.1 87.1 90.2

* Ref. to cell weight of 45.8 g (MJ1)

con�guration, the MJ1 design shows the highest decrease of speci�c energy

with increasing C-rate, but also the lowest indication of lithium plating as the

cut-o� voltage is reached prematurely. The 1x1 and 1x2 design show quite

similiar characteristics with lower usable energy loss but increased indication

of lithium plating. The highest usable energy densities appear for the 2x3

design together with the highest indication of lithium plating which a�ects

almost half of the usable charge at 3C-CC.

In order to achieve higher cell SoC levels at EoC and to reduce the SoC

range a�ected by lithium plating, the 3C-CC charging process is modi�ed in

this work. The modi�ed charging strategies (MC) for all tab designs start

with a charging rate of 3C, subsequently switch to 2C and end at 4.2 V.

In case of the MJ1 design, the second, lower current stage helps to avoid

premature EoC. In case of the other tab con�gurations (i.e. 1x1, 1x2 and

2x3), the �rst onset of lithium plating can be avoided (see Fig. 7 - P1 and

P2). At the switching points, the applied charge rate is lowered and thus the

polarization on the electrode is reduced. This results in increased potential

drops Φs−Φl > 0V and lower the a�ected SoC range by lithium plating. The

switching point for the MJ1 design was set at 40.4 % SoC and to 23.1 % SoC,
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28.6 % SoC and 28.1 % SoC for the 1x1, 1x2 and 2x3 design, respectively. In

case of the 2x3 tab design, a third current stage at 1.5C was implemented at

62.6% SoC since lithium plating was indicated in the second current stage

which a�ected approximately 14% of the SoC range.

The 3C-CC and MC charging strategies for all tab designs are shown in Fig. 8

vs. the cell SoC and the single p2D simulation results as a reference. Fig. 8 b

shows the improvement of SoC at EoC for applying the MC strategy and for

all tab designs SoC levels beyond 60 % with marginal indication of lithium

plating could be achieved compared to the standard 3C-CC. Regarding the

single p2D simulation results, the switching point from 3C to 2C was set to

48.8 % SoC to avoid premature EoC by reaching the cut-o� voltage. If a

single p2D is used for evaluating fast charge protocols, adapation referring

to the tab design as shown in Table 6 must be considered to avoid falsely

predicted switching points.

Comparing standard 3C-CC and MC charging with di�erent tab designs,

reductions of 99.7%, 99.2% and 99.6% of the a�ected SoC range by lithium

plating and SoC increases of +12.7, +12.2 and +15.8% for the 1x1, 1x2

and 2x3 tab design can be realized. Over 19.4 % increase of usable capacity

compared to 3C-CC could be simulated for the MJ1 con�guration in 846 s

and no tendency of lithium plating was observed.

In sum, the MC strategy increased the cell SoC at EoC and the simulated

indicator states suggests prevention of lithium plating either by applying a

global cell voltage or a local anode potential threshold.
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Figure 8: The 3C-CC (a) and the modi�ed (c) charging strategy are illustrated by the cell voltage vs. the

cell SoC (ref. to 3.35 Ah). The comparison of the gained cell SoC levels (b) for both charging strategies is

shown with the a�ected SoC range by lithium plating (see Eq.3) in case of all tab designs and the single

p2D model as a reference.
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5. Conclusion

A full electrochemical-thermal parameterization of a newman-type p2D

model for a high-capacity and highly densi�ed NMC-811/SiC electrode pair

is presented, including measured open-circuit potentials and entropic coef-

�cients. For both charge and discharge, DVA analysis of full and half cells

revealed marginal deviations and simulation results for calorimetry and ther-

mography measurements in a range of 20 ◦C up to 40 ◦C ambient temperature

showed the validity of the presented parameterization. The charge-rate capa-

bility of high and low density electrodes was assessed by means of the single

p2D model for both standard NMC-111/C and high-capacity NMC-811/SiC

active material. Beyond 3C-CC, liquid transport limitation occurred. A

higher tendency of lithium plating could be observed for NMC-111/C, likely

due to lower maximum concentrations in the anode and a lower heat gener-

ation rate compared to NMC-811/SiC. Depending on the tab design, elec-

trode utilization can be very non-uniform. Comparison of modeling results

of the single p2D and the multi-dimensional model made it clear that a more

detailed evaluation of the charging behavior should be based on the multi-

dimensional model, especially when the onset of lithium plating needs to be

estimated accurately. The multi-dimensional model results revealed that,

with an e�ective electrode length of 61.5 cm, a single tab design leads to

local overheating and a relatively low end-of-charge SoC at high-rate CC-

charging because the cut-o� voltage is reached prematurely. However, no

indication of lithium plating could be observed until 3C. Increasing the num-

ber of tabs or reducing the e�ective electrode length by 50 % leads to a more

homogenous temperature distribution, a lower average cell temperature, and
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increased end-of-charge SoC due to lower ohmic losses in the current collec-

tors. However, more tabs and decreased e�ective electrode length also result

in a higher likelihood of lithium plating. Optimized, two- or three-stage CC-

charging protocols were derived from the multi-dimensional model results by

de�ning a switching point either based on cell voltage or on local anode over-

potential to account for the onset of lithium plating. The charge protocols

allow charging to SoC levels above 60 % within 18 min with minimal risk of

lithium plating.

In future work, the models presented in this work could be extended by

a multi-particle approach to account also for smaller sized particles which

may a�ect the lithium plating characteristic or by locally calculated lithium

plating kinetics. We think there are plentiful applications to the presented

multi-dimensional model, e. g. the investigation of tab-cooling techniques

that have been proposed to reduce local overheating [81].
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Appendix A.

Table A.8: Calculation of heat transfer coe�cient at convective air-cooling during infrared

thermography measurements

Physical propertiesI of dry air at 25◦C and 1 bar ambient pressure

Heat capacity cp,air 1007 Jkg−1 K−1

Thermal conductivity λair 0.0255 Wm−1 K−1

Dynamic viscosity ηair 1.8483×10−5 Ns m−2

Density ρair 1.1846 kg m−3

Prandtl number Pr ηair·cp,air · λ−1
air = 0.7299

Heat transfer coe�cient under forced convective air-�owII

Characteristic length L 18.7 cm III

Velocity vair 1 m s−1 2 m s−1

Reynolds number Re ρair·vair·L·ηair = 1229.4 2235.9

Nusselt number Nu 0.25·Re0.6·Pr0.38 = 15.8 22.7

Heat transfer Coe�cient αair Nu·λair·L−1 = 22.1 Wm−2 K−1 31.7 Wm−2 K−1

I Ref. [82] II Ref. [83] III Ref. [21]
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Table A.9: Properties of the electrolyte and the current collectors

Electrolyte 1 M LiPF6 in PC/EC/DMC

Salt di�usivity Dl
I / m2s−1 10E-4·10

−4.43− 54
T−229−5cl

−0.22cl

Ionic conductivity κl
I / S m−1

0.1cl

(
− 10.5 + 0.668cl + 0.494c2l + 0.074T − 0.0178clT

−8.8610−4c2l T − 6.9610−5T 2 + 2.810−5clT
2
)2

Activity d lnf±
d lncl

I / -
(

0.601− 0.24c0l .5 + 0.983
(

1− 0.0052(T − 294)
)
c1.5l

)
· (1− t0+)−1 − 1

Transference t0+
I / - 0.38

Ref. concentration cref
I / molm−3 1000

Current Collector Copper Aluminum

Height H / cm 5.8* 5.8*

Length W / cm 61.5* 61.5*

Electrical conductivity σcc / Sm−1 5.96·107

1+3.383·10−3(T−293.15K)
Sm−1 II 3.78·107

1+4.290·10−3(T−293.15K)
III

I Ref. [65] II Ref. [84] III Ref. [85] * Measured and idealized for 2D electrical model
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Table A.10: Thermal parameterization of the single components and the electrode stack

Properties of single layers
Anode

Separator*
Cathode

Electrolyte
Copper SiC NMC-811 Aluminum

Thickness L in µm 11 86.7 12 66.2 17.3 -

Density I ρ in kg m−3 8950 II 2242 III 1009 4870 IV 2710 II 1130

Heat capacity I cp in J kg−1K−1 385 867V 1978.2 840.1VI 903 2055.1

Heat conductivity I λ in W m−1K−1 398 1.04 0.33 1.58 238 0.6

Properties of electrode stack I,** E�ective values

Thickness Lstack in µm Lcc,− + 2 · (Lneg + Lsep + Lpos) + Lcc,+ = 358

Density I ρstack in kg m−3
∑

i Li·ρi
Lstack

= 2761.7

Heat capacity I cstack in J kg−1K−1
∑

i Li·ρi·cp,i
Lstack·ρstack

= 918.8

Heat conductivity
I λ⊥ in W m−1K−1

(
1

Lstack
·
∑
i
Li
λp,i

)−1

= 2.3

λ‖ in W m−1K−1
∑

i Li·λp,i

Lstack
= 24.3

I if not indicated otherwise, the properties and calculation are taken from Ref. [86]

II Ref. [52] III Ref. [10] IV Ref. [7] V Ref. [87] VI Ref. [88]

* Polyole�n ** Porous material superimposed of solid and liquid phase
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Table A.11: Parameterization of the single p2D model with NMC-111/C electrodes

Geometry Graphite (C) Separator NMC-111

Thickness L 86.7µmm 12 µmm 66.2µmm

Particle radius Rp 11 µm I,D50 5µm II,D50

Active material fraction εs 0.45 I 0.38 I

Inactive fraction εs,na 0.05 I 0.17 I

Porosity εl 0.5 I 0.5 I 0.45 I

Bruggeman coe�cient β IV,* 1.5 1.5 1.5

Thermodynamics

Equilibrium potential Eeq Ref. [24] Ref. [24]

Entropic coe�cient
∂Eeq

∂T Ref. [73] Ref. [73]

Stoichiometry
100% SoC 0.76 0.39

0% SoC 0.006 0.94

Max. concentration cs,max 31 360 mol m−3 II 52 500 mol m−3 II

Transport

Solid di�usivity Ds** 5×10−14 m2 s−1 I 5×10−13 m2 s−1 I

Speci�c activation
Ea,Ds

R ** 1200 K e 1200 K e

Solid conductivity σs 100 S m−1 I 3.8 S m−1 I

Film resistance Rf 0.0035 Ω m2 III 0 Ω m2 e

Kinetics

Reaction rate constant k** 2.22×10−11 m s−1 I 6×10−12 m s−1 I

Speci�c activation
Ea,k

R ** 3600 K e 3600 K e

Transfer coe�cient αa/c 0.5 e 0.5 e

I Ref. [24] II Ref. [78] III Ref. [20] IV Ref. [63] m = measured e = estimated

* E�ective transport correction according to Bruggeman (Ref. [63]): Ψeff = εβ ·Ψ0

** Arrhenius law (Ref. [64]): k = A · exp
(
Ea,i

R
(T−298[K])
T ·298[K]

)
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Table A.12: Equations for the single p2D, 2D electrical and 3D thermal model

Electrochemical-thermal model (single p2D)

Mass balance I
εl

∂cl(x,t)
∂t = ∂

∂x

(
Deff
l

∂cl(x,t)
∂x +

il(x,t) (1−t0+)

F

)
εs
∂ cs(x,t,r)

∂t = 1
r2

∂
∂r

(
Dsr

2 ∂ cs(x,t,r)
∂r

)
Potentials I

∂ Φl(x,t)
∂x = − il(x,t)

κeff
l

+ 2RT
F

(
1− t0+

) (
1 + d lnf±

d ln cl(x,t)

)
∂ ln cl(x,t)

∂x

∂ Φs(x,t)
∂x = − iapp(t)−il(x,t)

σs
with iapp(t) = is(x, t) + il(x, t) ∀x, t

Charge balance I ∂il(x,t)
∂x + ∂is(x,t)

∂x = 0 with ∂is(x,t)
∂x = − 3εs

Rp
Fjn(x, t)

Electrode

jn(x, t) = i0(x,t)
F

[
exp

(
αa F η(x,t)

RT

)
− exp

(
−αc F η(x,t)

RT

)]
kinetics I

η(x, t) = Φs(x, t)− Φl(x, t)− Eeq(x, t)− jn(x, t)FRf

i0(x, t) = F k (cs,max − css(x, t))αc (css(x, t))
αa (cl(x, t))

αa

Temperature I,II mcp
∂ T
∂ t = Aa · qp2D +Qext −Qconv −Qrad −Qcon

Heat Sources

qr = 3εsF
Rp

∫
x∗ jn · η dx

qrev = 3εsF
Rp

∫
x∗ jn ·

∂Eeq

∂T · T dx

ql =
∫ Lneg+Lsep+Lpos

x=0
il · ∂Φl

∂x dx

qs =
∫
x∗ is ·

∂Φs

∂x dx

qp2D = qr + qrev + ql + qs

Qext = i2app ·Rext Qconv = αconvAsurf (T − T∞)

Qrad = εrad σbAsurf
(
T 4 − T 4

∞
)

Qcon = Acon · λcon

Lcon
(T − Tcon)

2D electrical model

∇ = ( ∂
∂ x′ ,

∂
∂ y′ )

T σ =

[
σcc,x′ 0

0 σcc,y′

]
Charge Balance I =

∑
i ip2D,i ·Ai

Potentials σcc∇2ϕcc = ±∗∗ ip2DLcc

Heat source qcc = Lcc · σcc ·
(
∇ϕcc

)2

3D thermal model

∇ = ( ∂
∂ r′′ ,

∂
∂ ψ ,

∂
∂ z′′ )

T λ =


λ⊥ 0 0

0 λ‖ 0

0 0 λ‖


Temperature ρstack cp

∂T
∂t = λ∇2 T + q

Heat source
q =

χp2D

Lneg+Lsep+Lpos
qp2D +

χcc,+

Lcc,+
qcc,+ +

χcc,−
Lcc,−

qcc,−

−qconv,Γ − qrad,Γ − qcon,Γ

I Ref. [22] II Ref. [89] Γ Only at the surface of the jelly roll

x∗ = x ∈ [0, Lneg ] ∧ [Lneg + Lsep, Lneg + Lsep + Lpos] ** < 0 for cc,- and > 0 cc,+
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Table A.13: Nomenclature I
Greek symbols
α Transfer coe�cient
αconv W m−2 K−1 Heat transfer coe�cient
β Bruggeman coe�cient
ε Volume fraction
εrad Radiation emission coe�cient
ε Numerical tolerance
η V Overpotential
κ S m−1 Ionic conductivity
λ W m−1 K−1 Heat conductivity
Λ m Arc length
ρ kg m−3 Mass density
σ S m−1 Electrical conductivity
σb 5.67×10−8 W m−2 K−4 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
τ Tortuosity
Φ V Electrical potential
ψ rad Azimuthal-coordinate in 3D model
Ψarc rad Azimuthal angle
χ Thickness ratio
Indices
a anodic reaction (oxidation)
c cathodic reaction (reduction)
cc current collector
con Heat conduction
conv Heat convection
e� Transport corrected (Bruggeman correlation[63])
ext External heat (i.e. from grid resistance)
l Liquid phase (i.e. Electrolyte)
neg Negative electrode
pos Positive electrode
rad Heat radiation
r Reaction heat
rev Reversible heat
s Solid phase (i.e. Active particle)
sep Separator
ss Solid phase (i.e. Active particle surface)
stack Electrode stack
surf Surface
+ Positive current collector
− Negative current collector
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Table A.14: Nomenclature II
Latin symbols
a m−1 Speci�c surface
bg mAh g−1 Maximum theoretical loading
c mol m−3 Concentration of lithium cations (Li+)
cs,max mol m−3 Maximum theoretical concentration of Li+

cp J kg−1 K−1 Heat capacity
D m2 s−1 Di�usion coe�cient
Eeq V Equilibrium potential vs. Li/Li+

f± Mean molar activity coe�cient of electrolyte
F 96 485 As mol−1 Faraday's constant
H m Height of electrode/current collector
i A m−2 Current density
I A Applied current
iapp A m−2 Applied current density
in A m−2 Current density perpendicular to particle surface
ip2D A m−2 Current density perpendicular to current collectors
i0 A m−2 Exchange current density
jn mol m−2s−1 Pore-wall �ux
k m s−1 Reaction rate constant
L m Thickness
m kg Mass of the jelly roll
r m Radial-coordinate in active particles of p2D model
r′′ m Radial-coordinate in 3D model
R 8.314 J mol−1 K−1 Gas constant
Rext Ω m2 Grid resistance
Rf Ω m2 Surface-layer resistance
Rp m Particle radius
q W m−2 Heat generation rate per area
Q W Heat generation rate
t s Time
T K Temperature
t0+ Transport number of Li+

W m Length of electrode/current collector
x m x-coordinate in p2D model
x′ m x-coordinate in 2D model
y′ m y-coordinate in 2D model
x′′ m x-coordinate in 3D model
y′′ m y-coordinate in 3D model
z′′ m z-coordinate in 3D model
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